Update – Week of November 7th, 2022

**Original Chemistry Building & New Addition - The Commons**

**West Side**
Metal panels are 90% Complete. The mullions for the glass are being installed.

Concrete sidewalks have been placed on both sides of the entrance.
Huge milestones have been achieved in Level 2 of the original Chemistry Building:

Lights are on!

Ceiling tiles are being dropped in!

Doors are installed!
Chemistry Building Renovation & Addition

**Update – Week of November 7\textsuperscript{th}, 2022**

**Light Poles & Site Power**

The Chemistry project has plenty of outdoor lighting and power to charge your electronics.

**Landscape Irrigation**
The irrigation lines are in and ready for landscaping next to the updated building entrance along the Mall.

**West Sidewalk**
Concrete for the sidewalk that runs between the exterior staircase and the new west lobby entrance is being placed.